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Increasing Need for Clinical Data
• New requirements in the European Union
– Medical Device Regulation/MEDDEV 2.7.1 rev 4
– Greatly reduced ability to rely on equivalent devices
– Increased emphasis on PMCF (post market clinical
follow up)

• China FDA: expanded pre-market requirements
• Payers have growing interest in clinical evidence
• FDA activity
– Signal Management inquiries
– Express interest in shift of some pre-market to postmarket
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Limitations of Existing PM Systems
• MDR system provides
important complaint
data to manufacturers,
FDA, and the public;
lacks complete capture
of events, and does not
permit structured
analysis
• Growing recognition
that 522 studies are
ineffective
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Condition of Approval Studies
(PAS)

• Most commonly limited to approved indication
– Significantly restricts enrollment
– Provides minimal new information

• Broader entry criteria frequently requires IDE
– Significantly increases burden

• All comers (near-label use)
– Minimal inclusion/exclusion criteria
– Provides understanding of device performance “in the
wild” (real world use)
– Rapid enrollment possible
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Opportunities for Improvement
• Growing need for clinical evidence and
shortcomings in existing postmarket systems
provide impetus for improved processes
• Collection of real world evidence (RWE) is
enabled by the use of UDI
• These realities have led to new programs aimed
at the collection of RWE
– MDEpiNet (2010)
– MDIC/NEST (2016)

• Intent to use RWE programs in the pre-market
space as well as the post-market
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RAPID: Challenges to be Addressed
• Accommodating new participants (steep learning curve, time
needed to develop trust)
• Assuring reliability of data
– Minimizing sampling bias
– Adequate accounting for confounders

• Minimizing influence of potential conflicts of interest
– Publication, bureaucratic, professional, and commercial

• Providing value commensurate to investment for all
stakeholders:
STAKEHOLDER

POTENTIAL VALUE

Patients & Physicians Knowledge of near-label outcomes, more treatment options
Regulators

Safety and performance data for near-label use

Payers

Evidence to support treatment options

Manufacturers

Expanded labeling; ability to promote added use, reduced compliance risk
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RAPID: Challenges (continued)
• Will RAPID data replace some or all traditional
post-approval study requirements?
• Will manufacturers have access to data
beyond core data set as needed (e.g., imaging,
lab results) to accurately assess device safety,
performance, and appropriate use, and to
fulfill their legal responsibility to evaluate
events potentially subject to regulatory
reporting?
– Informed consenting issues?
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RAPID: Challenges (continued)
• Adequacy: will RWE be accepted for
regulatory decision making?
– Have seen some indicators this is possible

• Five decisions in SFA space
– Three to expand indications of
marketed peripheral vascular
products
– Two to satisfy postapproval
commitments

• NB: registry data, none
based on EHR or claims data
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Conclusions
• Questions remain
– Full UDI implementation (e.g., in EHR and claims)
– Reliable analytical methods needed
– Models for equitable pricing
– Manufacturer access to data

• Promising signs
– FDA acceptance of some RWE
– Interest from some data partners
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